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a labor of love
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A

retired Air Force master sergeant, Ted
Swanson devoted his life to the military.
When his service to his country didn’t take
him away on deployment, he reveled in time spent
with his beloved wife Lena. As a military spouse,
Lena was no stranger to sacrifice herself; she became
proficient at packing due to their frequent moves, and
she always mustered a smile no matter what situation
the military threw their way. Having lived most of
their years in the military in base housing, Lena longed
for the day when they would have a home complete
with her dream kitchen, and Ted dreamed of the day
he could fulfill his promise of giving that to her. But
before that dream was realized, the couple was dealt a
devastating blow when—shortly after his retirement—
Ted was diagnosed with ALS, the same affliction
that took the life of NY Yankees' Hall-of-Famer Lou
Gehrig. Realizing the debilitating disease would take a
devastating toll on Ted's health, the couple decided to
return to Lena's hometown of Walterboro to be close
to her family for support. They purchased a home and
quickly realized the first project they needed to tackle
was making the home's cumbersome bathroom a space
that would be functional for Ted as his ALS progressed.
Ted wanted to ensure the space was beautiful for Lena,
not institutional, so they began searching the National
Kitchen and Bath Association (NKBA) website for a
company specializing in bath design. It was through
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their research that they found a listing for
Certified Kitchen Designer (CKD) and
aging-in-place specialist Sandra Gaylord
and were instantly drawn to her upon
learning she consulted with a certified
occupational therapists for projects such
as theirs.
Due to Ted's ALS and the amount of
military personnel who contract the
disease, the Swansons had to go through
the U.S. Office of Veterans Affairs (VA) to
be approved for a small grant that would
help offset the cost of the remodel. Upon
learning the VA approval process could
be long and arduous, Ted decided right
then that—although his original plans
would have to significantly change—he
would not let his diagnosis interfere with
also creating a kitchen worthy of Lena’s
wildest dreams. Even though he had not yet
received funding for the bathroom remodel,
Ted decided to move forward with creating
Lena's dream kitchen; he knew that, when
he eventually had to leave her, Lena would
be too conservative to ever complete such a
space for herself. “When I met Ted almost
two years ago, I was so touched by his wish to
create a dream kitchen for his wife, Lena, as
well as a bathroom that would be functional
for him but also beautiful for her,” Sandra
says. “He wanted to hire someone to design
the bathroom who would be able to make it
sufficient for Ted to enjoy and easy for Lena
to assist. Ted truly didn’t want the bathroom
to have an institutional look; he said he
wanted someone to be able to look at it and
never guess someone with a disability lived
there.” To ensure the project was perfect,
Sandra researched both VA and ADA
(American Disability Act) requirements—
knowing that by making the bathroom
more accessible now, they would actually be
adding value to the home in the long run. “If
the Swansons should ever decide to move
again, having an aging-in-place approved
bathroom would certainly be a good selling
feature. People often don’t realize,” explains
Sandra, “that ‘aging in place’ doesn’t have to
look institutionalized; it can be pretty. Ted

Sandra was able to honor
most of the original ideas
for the space.
Perhaps
the
most
important aspect of the
space for Ted proved to
be a cutting-edge track
system installed in the
ceiling. Designed by Jim
Carl of Atlanta company
All in One Access, the track
glides all the way over the
bed so Ted can access it
from any point. Once he
is in it, the track is capable
of turning in multiple
7KHPHDVXUHPHQWVRI7HG VFXVWRP
YDQLW\ZHUHGHVLJQHGWREHFRPSOLDQW
directions and traveling to
ZLWKWKHFRGHVUHTXLUHGE\WKH86
the bathroom; ultimately,
2IÀFHRI9HWHUDQV$IIDLUVZKR
it ends in the shower. To
SURYLGHGDVPDOOJUDQWWRZDUGVWKH
allow Ted to easily enter
UHGHVLJQRIWKLVEDWKURRP
the shower using the track
system, Sandra factored
the system into her design
and Lena trusted me in this idea, and we
by keeping the shower completely open.
worked hard to achieve it.”
Looking to the future, Sam made sure
Although it was a long process of the ceiling could easily be returned to its
paperwork, the project really began to pick original form. “In the future, if they want to
up with Sandra on board. They tweaked remove the track system,” elaborates Sam,
the plan as they went along, and soon "they can just unhook the clips, which are
found their contractor, plumbing fixtures, bolted to a system of blocks built into the
tile, and so on. But it took time to truly get ceiling. Once you take the track off, you can
the project going, not because of the actual just finish the sheetrock and paint it so you
construction but rather because of the could never even tell the track was there.”
paperwork involved with working through
the VA. Helping to keep the entire remodel Once in the bathroom, the first vanity
running smoothly was contractor Sam belongs to Ted. Specifically designed for
Swells of Summerville-based building him, it is 27 inches deep—considerably
company Classic Construction. “When deeper than the standard of 21 inches deep
I first met with Sandra to discuss the suggested by NKBA. The sink is off-center
project, she had already worked up a nice to allow space to the right for a caregiver,
set of remodeling plans to refer to,” states and Sandra also designed a custom vanity
Sam. “We walked through the bathroom unit with a storage cabinet in the center to
together, and she explained her design house everything needed for caregiving.
concept, which turned out to be great and
very easy to work with.” Although some The doors bi-fold and slide into the cabinet,
of the VA and ADA guidelines she had to creating an open space for the track to
adhere to mandated changes to the original travel and for the caregiver to pass through.
design Sandra created—such as removing The vanities on each side are unique to the
the whirlpool tub she planned to include— individual user; the second vanity, which
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is closer to the typical depth of 21 inches,
holds Lena's personal effects.
So Ted would no longer have to struggle
with his wheelchair in a tight shower stall,
Sandra created a shower with no glass doors
and no curtains, which can be easily entered
by Ted. A large walk-through space, the
unique shower contains only two walls to
allow someone to enter either side in case
of any kind of emergency. One wall contains
several body sprays and a grab bar; the other
wall contains the hand held shower which
can also be used as a grab bar, several body
sprays, another grab bar and two windows.
“I love the concept that you can go in and
go out at will,” enthuses Sandra. “By doing a
bathroom like this, my mind was also set on
safety—if it was a typical three wall shower
and something happened, Lena would not
be able to get in the shower to get to Ted.
With only two walls, Lena or emergency
personnel can walk to the other side to assist
Ted.” Sandra actually showed the Swansons
this distinctive design shortly before Ted had
fallen in the shower and Lena couldn't get to
him, so—as scary as the experience was—it
validated the design in their minds.
Just like the average, everyday consumer,
Ted made a common request. “As a designer,
the one thing that most everyone asks for
is natural light, and Ted was no different,”
Sandra says. Since the original bathroom was
dark with no windows, Sandra felt having a
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lot of natural light was also imperative for
Ted's emotional well being. To allow light
into the space, she created a row of transom
windows. By using transoms in lieu of
standard windows, they didn't have to worry
about privacy or any window coverings that
could be an issue to movement in the room.
To make use of all of the natural light now
provided by the transoms, Sandra built two
tall windows where the freestanding shower
wall was so the light from the transoms
would flood through those windows into the
rest of the bathroom.
One of Ted’s favorite changes, a high-tech
digital shower system from downtown
company Moluf’s offers the ultimate in ease
and convenience. “Since Lena is not always
there to help Ted in the shower,” explains
Jessica Markley of Moluf’s, “we had to make
the shower accessible for him.” There are four
settings on this particular shower unit, and
everyone who helps take care of Ted knows
number one is his setting. When Ted is in the
shower, he can simply use a handheld remote
control to press his function, which adjusts
the water temperature to his preference and
directs the body sprays. “We’re getting to the
point at which many people are starting to
think of the stage in their life when they may
need such assistance,” says Jessica. “A barrierfree situation like this shower offers is ideal.
There’s no stepping in or out over anything,
which would be a tripping hazard, and you’re
also able to get a wheelchair in if you need to.”

Ultimately, the Swansons soldiered through
the piles of paperwork and the challenges
that popped up along the way so that both
husband and wife could have their dreams
fulfilled: Lena’s of having a dream kitchen
and functional yet beautiful bathroom
and Ted’s of being able to give Lena that
sanctuary, which he knew would serve as
a space of respite for her as she helped him
face the uncertain future that is a facet of
being diagnosed with a disease like ALS.
“The good thing about working with Sandra
and Sam is that they worked around Ted
and his needs,” acknowledges Lena. “I think
most people would have just come in and
been prone to building a typical shower to
meet the basic requirements. I don’t think it
would have been something that stood out—
that would be pretty, upscale, and functional,
which is what Sandra designed for us.” Ever
altruistic, Master Sergeant Ted feels at peace
knowing Lena loves the new bathroom. “I’m
very happy with the work the designer has
been able to do. It came out beautifully.” Y
To learn more about this project or to consult with Sandra on your own, call Gaylord
Designs, LLC at (843) 327-4635 or visit
gaylorddesignllc.com. Sam can be reached
at Classic Construction of Summerville by
calling (843) 817-1721 or by email at
samswells@gmail.com. To learn more
about the plumbing fixtures used in this
project, call Moluf’s at (843) 723-4881 or
visit molufs.com.

VIDEO EXCLUSIVE
Check out our full interview with Sandra
at charlestonhomeanddesign.com/videos
or scan the QR code above using your
mobile phone.

